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Abstract— This work proposes a method for depth comple-
tion of sparse LiDAR data using a convolutional neural network
which can be used to generate semi-dense depth maps and
”almost” full 3D point-clouds with significantly lower root mean
squared error (RMSE) over state-of-the-art methods. We add
an ”Error Prediction” unit to our network and present a
novel and simple end-to-end method that learns to predict an
error-map of depth regression task. An ”almost” dense high-
confidence/low-variance point-cloud is more valuable for safety-
critical applications specifically real-world autonomous driving
than a full point-cloud with high error rate and high error
variance. Using our predicted error-map, we demonstrate that
by up-filling a LiDAR point cloud from 18,000 points to 285,000
points, versus 300,000 points for full depth, we can reduce the
RMSE error from 1004 to 399. This error is approximately
60% less than the state-of-the-art and 50% less than the state-
of-the-art with RGB guidance (we did not use RGB guidance
in our algorithm). In addition to analyzing our results on Kitti
depth completion dataset, we also demonstrate the ability of
our proposed method to extend to new tasks by deploying our
”Error Prediction” unit to improve upon the state-of-the-art
for monocular depth estimation. Codes and demo videos are
available at http://github.com/hekmak/Conf-net.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cost-effective LiDAR sensor with high resolution and dense
point-cloud will play a crucial role in commercializing au-
tonomous vehicles. So far, most of the commercialized LiDAR
sensors generate sparse point-cloud due to the limited number
of beams. The cost of the sensor increases substantially
with the increased number of beams and resolution. Depth
completion techniques are an inexpensive algorithmic aid to
fill the sparsity of LiDAR point clouds. Various applications
(e.g., object detection, visual odometry, SLAM, etc.) can
benefit from a more dense point-cloud.
Sparse depth-map is a projection of 3D LiDAR point-
cloud into 2D image space where the value of each pixel
in 2D image space corresponds to the depth of each point.
We usually define dense depth as a depth-map which fully
covers the RGB camera space. Datasets like Kitti depth
completion [1] generate their ground-truth depths by enforcing
consistency between accumulated LiDAR scans and stereo
depth (generated by stereo cameras), so even without RGB
guidance depth completion is done in 2D camera space.
Densifying sparse depth maps lies in the field of depth
completion which also has been studied as depth super-
resolution [2], depth enhancement [3], [4] and depth in-
painting [5].
In this paper, we focus on LiDAR-based depth completion
without RGB guidance. We did not use RGB guidance in our
algorithm since it is not available for 360◦, only covers the
front view and additionally is not reliable during night time or
bad weather. We have designed a novel method which makes
networks able to predict their own error-map, we call the
network Conf-Net. We achieve this by using the pixel-wise
error in each training step as an extra learning signal for
training our neural network. We directly learn both dense
depth and its corresponding error-map in a multi-tasking
manner. 2D dense depth along with the predicted error-map
are used to generate a high-confidence 3D dense point-cloud.
In LiDAR-based depth completion, error and uncertainty
increase substantially due to high sparsity in input data (more
than 95% sparsity in the input image). The sparsity makes it
not possible to accurately predict the depth on far away areas,
areas with high sparsity ad areas with abrupt change in depth
values (e.g., edges), especially without RGB guidance. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper predicting
the pixel-wise error-map of a convolutional neural network
for depth completion task. The approaches [6], [7] predict
the confidence and the uncertainty maps but all of these
methods deploy an indirect way of estimating confidence (or
uncertainty), in contrast our approach learns to estimate the
error-map directly from the data.
To demonstrate that our proposed method is applicable to
other regression tasks, we integrate our ”Error Prediction”
unit in a monocular depth estimation network on NYU
Depth dataset [8]. We demonstrate that our approach can be
easily added to existing networks by only modifying the loss
function while other existing confidence based approaches
[9], [6], [10] require re-implementing the whole network. Our
main contributions are listed below:
1) We propose a novel method to predict a high-quality
pixel-wise error-map. Our approach outperforms similar
existing methods in terms of uncertainty and confidence.
2) We used our error-map to generate high confidence 3D
full point-cloud with low error variance from sparse
LiDAR point-cloud. Our point-cloud is 15 times more
dense than input (which is Velodyne HDL-64) and 3
times more accurate than the state-of-the-art (RMSE =
300mm). The process is shown in Figure 1.
3) We conduct an uncertainty based analysis of Kitti depth
completion dataset.
4) We demonstrate that our method can be easily adapted
to other regression tasks and existing networks by
predicting the error-map of monocular depth estimation
on NYU Depth dataset.
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(a) Raw LiDAR (b) Ground truth (c) Predicted point-cloud
(d) Predicted point-cloudcolored with our predicted error-map (e)
High-confidence
point-cloud
Fig. 1: Illustration of depth completion process on 3D point-clouds (RGB values were used only for coloring). Using a
raw 3D point-cloud (a), we predict a dense point-cloud (c) along with the error-map (d), which we use to acquire our final
high-confidence point-cloud (e).
II. RELATED WORKS
A. Depth Completion
Authors in [1] provide a baseline on Kitti depth completion
dataset using Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression. Aditionally,
they formulate depth completion as a deep regression problem
and solve it end-to-end. They propose sparsity invariant
convolution, which uses the validity mask of the sparse
depth for a better result. Authors in [11] extend the idea of
sparsity invariant convolution proposed in [1] by designing a
sparse invariant up/down sampling blocks. Using compressed
sensing and alternating direction neural networks (ADNNs),
authors in [12] predict the dense depth with fewer parameters
compared to other deep models. In [13], authors deploy an
encoder-decoder architecture with skip layers and residual
blocks to reconstruct the depth while [14] approaches the
depth-completion using an encoder-decoder scheme based
on NASNet [15]. The authors in [16], [17] tackle the
depth completion using classical computer vision algorithms
running on CPU.
B. Uncertainty and Confidence
Uncertainty and confidence in depth completion has been
approached in two different categories. Methods in the first
category use uncertainty and confidence as an internal process
to predict finer dense depth [18], [19]. Methods in the second
category predict a pixel-wise uncertainty or confidence map
along with their predicted depth as output [9], [6], [20].
Authors in [18] and [19] use uncertainty as an internal step
in their model to achieve better depth completion result. In
[18], using surface Normals and the predicted confidence of
the warped depth (generated by LiDAR/camera calibration) as
guidance, they predict finer dense depth. In [19], the authors
use uncertainty to merge the predicted depth of their RGB
and LiDAR networks, which result in superior performance
in depth completion.
To our knowledge, the only methods which predict confi-
dence for their dense depth in LiDAR-based depth completion
as an independent output are [9], [6]. They predict the
confidence using normalized convolution layers and propagate
it through the network. They use a loss function which
simultaneously maximizes the confidence and minimizes the
depth prediction loss. Authors in [20], [7] exclusively focus
on uncertainty in the context of Bayesian Deep Learning by
probabilistic interpretation of deep learning models. They
address two different types of uncertainty, Aleatoric uncer-
tainty which captures the noise in observations and Epistemic
uncertainty which focuses on model uncertainty (noise inside
the model). Although they are not explicitly focusing on depth
completion, we find their approach to Aleatoric uncertainty
closely related to what we are presenting in this paper. We
adopt Aleatoric uncertainty as an alternative approach to
our proposed method for predicting high confidence depth
completion results.
III. APPROACH
To simultaneously learn a dense depth along with the
expected error-map of the model, an end-to-end fully con-
volutional neural network is developed. Next, we filter the
predicted dense depth by setting a threshold value on the
predicted error-map. The threshold represents the maximum
absolute error tolerance. In this way, the pixels in our
predicted dense depth with expected high error are removed.
The outcome of this process is a high confidence semi-dense
depth map, which we used to generate the final 3D point-
cloud. The details of the proposed network architecture for
depth completion are explained in this section.
A. Network Architecture of Depth Completion
An overview of the architecture is shown in Figure 2. We
first estimate the foreground and background pixels which
we find it helpful on final dense depth accuracy. Both the
foreground and the background maps are concatenated with
the sparse input depth. The concatenated maps are then fed
into the second step, which is a convolutional neural network
with ”encode-decoder” architecture. The Encoder-decoder
extracts the deep features which we use to predict dense
depth and model error simultaneously.
Fig. 2: Our network architecture to learn dense depth and
depth’s error-map.
1) Pre-processing: When 3D LiDAR point cloud is
projected onto the camera 2D space, the foreground and
the background depths get warped due to the displacement
between RGB camera and LiDAR sensor. The Kitti depth
completion dataset’s ground-truth is created by enforcing
consistency between the accumulated LiDAR based depth
and the depth which results from a stereo reconstruction and
removing points with high relative error [1]. Therefore, it
only covers the foreground objects. To guide the network
to learn areas where the warped transformation occurs we
concatenate the estimated foreground and background with the
sparse depth. To estimate the background and the foreground,
max-pooling and min-pooling operations are applied along
with a 15x15 kernel and stride 1.
2) Encoder-Decoder: We use an encoder-decoder archi-
tecture with 4 residual blocks (for encoding) and 4 transpose
convolution (for decoding) with skip connections, where each
block performs strided down-sample/up-sample operation on
its input by a factor of 2. The output of this step (32 feature-
maps) is fed into our final step to predict the dense depth
and the error-map.
3) Error Prediction: Error prediction is the main unit
which makes our approach different from existing methods.
In this unit we predict a dense depth along with the error-map
of the predicted depth as shown in Figure 2. To capture the
difference in modalities we add separate streams for depth
and error. Depth stream predicts the dense depth and the
error stream predicts the depth stream’s pixel-wise error. This
way, the neural network learns to predict its own pixel-wise
error-map. Each prediction has its own loss function, which
we denote by Lossdepth and Losserror. The loss function
Lossdepth is given by
Lossdepth =
1
w × h
w∑
i=1
h∑
j=1
|| Yij − Yˆij ||2 (1)
where w and h represent the width and height of the depth
image, and Y and Yˆ are the predicted dense depth and depth
ground truth, respectively.
For computing the Losserror, initially, we need to generate
the ground-truth of the error-map. Naively using |Y − Yˆ | as a
ground truth will yield the error stream to predict zero as an
error for each pixel. We used a copy operation to overcome
this issue. To generate the error ground-truth at each training
step, we create a copy of |Y − Yˆ | (which represent pixel-wise
absolute error) without backward gradient path and denote
it by gterror. Afterwards, we treat gterror as a constant and
hence we can use it as the ground truth of our error-map to
compute Losserror. We denote the copy operation by ”←:”
as follow
gterror ←:
∣∣∣Y − Yˆ ∣∣∣ (2)
and define Losserror as the mean squared error between the
gterror and E which denotes the network’s predicted error,
as below
Losserror :
1
w × h
w∑
i=1
h∑
j=1
|| Eij − gterrorij ||2 (3)
We update gterror at each training step to represent the
new error label. Note that if we do not stop the backward
path of the gradient for gterror, the network fails to learn
the error.
We also used the idea of copy operation without backward
gradient path to normalize our mini-batch losses. At each
training step, instead of minimizing the conventional losses,
we minimize the ratio of the loss over a baseline. The baseline
is a copy of the current loss without backward gradient path.
By doing so, we achieved 2 times faster convergence time and
slightly better results because of the normalization. Using
ratio loss all mini-batches will have same importance no
matter what the loss value is, since we minimize the inverse
ratio of loss improvement, not its value. We denote the copies
of the Lossdepth and the Losserror by baselinedepth and
baselineerror as follow
baselinedepth ←: Lossdepth
baselineerror ←: Losserror
(4)
We add normalized values of the losses together as the total
loss of our prediction. The formulation is given by
Losstotal =
Lossdepth
baselinedepth
+
Losserror
baselineerror
(5)
where Losstotal is the final loss function that we send to
the optimizer. Ratio loss enables us to predict the error-map
without decreasing our model performance regarding RMSE
on depth prediction. Losses weighting needed to be manually
set as a hyper-parameter without ratio loss. Ratio loss can also
be used for other multi-tasking approaches since it enables us
to minimize multiple objectives at the same time without the
need for tuning the weighting between the loss values. This
way we enforce the network to have the same importance
for minimizing multiple losses at each training step. We also
used this approach on monocular depth estimation in Section
IV.
(a) RGB (b) LiDAR sparse depth (c) Predicted dense depth (d) Predicted error-map (e) High confidence depth
Fig. 3: (a) RGB image (just for visualization purposes), (b) sparse depth (visually enhanced), (c) predicted dense depth, (d)
predicted error-map, (e) semi-dense depth after removing points with predicted high errors. Depth values are represented in
”nipy spectral” spectrum.
(a) Raw LiDAR (b) Ground truth (c) Sparse to Dense (d) Nconv-L2 (with RGB) (e) Our final prediction
Fig. 4: Close view of the predicted 3D point clouds. Our results look cleaner even from methods who deploy RGB guidance
in their prediction. (a) Raw LiDAR point-cloud, (b) ground truth, Sparse to dense [13], (c) Nconv-L2 with RGB guidance
[9], (d) our final predicted point-cloud after removing points with predicted high errors.
Figures 3(a-b) illustrate the RGB image and input sparse
depth. Figure 3(c-e) show the predicted dense depth, predicted
error map, and the high confidence semi-dense depth after
removing points with predicted error more than 585 mm,
respectively. The predicted error-map shown in Figure 3(d)
demonstrates how our network learns the expected depth
completion error-map. As we get further from the camera,
the network predicts higher error. Predicted error increases
significantly on the sky and the areas without depth value
in the sparse input. The flat surfaces such as ground show
lower errors and edges have large errors.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Kitti Depth Completion Dataset
The Kitti depth completion dataset has 92,750 sparse depth
(projected from Velodyne HDL-64E to the left and right
cameras) along with semi-dense ground truth (generated by
enforcing consistency between aggregated LiDARs and stereo
depths). The dataset includes 1,000 selected validation images
and 1000 test images. Semi-dense ground-truth covers roughly
30% of each image. We trained our network using a batch
size of 10 on two V100 GPUs. We used Adam optimizer
with the learning rate of 0.001. We used the images in their
original size for training (352x1216) and trained the model
for 4 epochs.
To verify the proposed approach, we do the comparisons
with the state-of-the-art approaches on Kitti depth completion
benchmark leaderboard. Furthermore, we conduct uncertainty
and error analysis of the predicted depth map.
1) Comparison with other methods: Each ground-truth
image in Kitti depth completion selected validation set
on average contains 73,128 points. Figure 3(c) shows the
predicted results of our network in 2D space. Visual analysis
of the predictions in 2D space may be misleading since we
don’t see the real position of the points in 3D. We can observe
apparent prediction errors on sparse areas, around the edges
and further away points by reconstructing the 3D views from
the predicted dense depth images as shown in Figure 1(c).
Further, the reconstructed 3D point-clouds of other methods
are illustrated in Figure 4(c-d). Our analyses of the 3D point-
clouds show the average error around the described points is
approximately 100 times more than the average error on other
parts. We remove points if they predicted error is higher than
a predefined threshold T (which represent the absolute error
tolerance and is set by the user based on the application) and
keep them otherwise. The percentage of the high-confidence
predictions, which were kept after filtering out points with
high errors is denoted by ”Keep Ratio.”
A comparison with other methods appeared on the Kitti
depth completion benchmark leaderboard is given in Table
1. As an example, our result outperforms the state-of-the-
art algorithm without using RGB guidance by removing 4
points out of 73,128 (keep ratio ≈ 99.995%), which contain
significant errors. Besides, our result also outperforms the
state-of-the-art algorithm using RGB guidance by removing
220 points out of 73,128 (keep ratio ≈ 99.7%). Removing 731
points out of 73,128 (keep ratio ≈ 99%) from our prediction
yields to 145 mm improvement regarding RMSE from the
best available algorithm (e.g., RGB guide and Certainty [19])
with RGB guidance.
Available methods applied on Kitti depth completion
dataset exhibit a long tail error distribution and the error
has a large variance. This justifies why removing a small
portion of the predicted dense depths can yield to substantial
improvement on RMSE of the predicted depths. Figure 5(a)
illustrates the variance of the predicted depth RMSE as a
function of the keep ratio using our predicted error-map. We
believe the effect of our method on the final error is more
(a) Error variance (b) RMSE comparison (c) Predicted images
Fig. 5: Uncertainty Analysis on Kitti depth completion selected validation set. (a) Predicted dense-depth RMSE variance
as a function keep ratio using our proposed method. (b) Comparison of the predicted depth RMSE as a function of keep
ratio between Nconv’s confidence-map [6] denoted by blue bars, our proposed error-map denoted by red bars and our
implementation of Aleatoric uncertainty-map [20] denoted by yellow bars. (c) First image: Raw lidar + RGB image. Second
image: Nconv’ confidence-map. Third image: Aleatoric uncertainty-map. Fourth Image: Our error-map. Maps are represented
in log space and values are shown using ”nipy spectral” spectrum.
than what is described in Table 1. As we see in Figures 4(b)
and Figure 1(b), most of the points lying on the sparse areas,
edges and also far away points are removed from Kitti depth
completion ground truth. However, all available methods are
filling these areas and they do not get penalize since no
ground truth is available for them.
TABLE I: Comparison with other methods based on predicted
error-map on Kitti selected validation set. Using our method
users can choose their expected error threshold which yields
to significantly lower prediction error.
Methods KeepRatio (%)
RMSE
(mm)
RGB guidance
HMS-Net [11] 100.00 883.74
NConv-CNN-L2 [6] 100.00 870.82
Sparse-to-Dense [13] 100.00 878.56
RGB guide and Certainty [19] 100.00 802.00
No RGB guidance
Sparse ConvNet [1] 100.00 1820.00
ADNN [12] 100.00 1350.00
IP-Basic [17] 100.00 1350.93
Glob guide and Certainty[19] 100.00 995.00
HMS-Net [11] 100.00 994.14
Ours
(No RGB guidance)
threshold T: none 100.00 1004.28
threshold T: 19140mm 99.995 993.5
threshold T: 4687mm 99.7 800.00
threshold T: 2343mm 99 657.77
threshold T: 585mm 95 399.03
threshold T: 351mm 90 300.00
threshold T: 171mm 80 208.01
threshold T: 74mm 50 129.94
2) Uncertainty Analysis: In this section, we analyze the
predicted error, confidence, and uncertainty maps with respect
to the proposed approach, Nconv [6], [9], and Aleatoric
uncertainty in [20]. In order to find a unifying way to compare
uncertainty, confidence and error maps, we did the comparison
based on the ”keep ratio” described in Section III. Since the
quality of the predicted depth influences the predicted error-
map (error-map is supposed to estimate the prediction error)
it is not fare to compare different approaches based on MAE
or RMSE of the error-maps and the ground-truth error. Our
experimental results show that Nconv [6], [9] is not able
to provide a precise confidence-map. Their confidences are
TABLE II: Effects of adding foreground/background, our
”Error Prediction” unit and Aleatoric uncertainty loss function
to our base network with respect to predicted depth RMSE.
OUR BASE MDOEL
(NO ERROR PREDICTION)
BASE + OUR
”ERROR PREDICTION”
BASE +
ALEATORIC
UNCERTAINTY
BASE WITH
NO FORE/BACK-
-GROUND
DEPTH
RMSE 1004 1004 1130 1129
generated using normalized convolutions and are correlated
with the density of valid points. The confidence of LiDAR-
based depth completion in 2D space have a little correlation
with the density of valid points, since in 2D image space far
away points look denser, while they are more sparse in 3D.
LiDAR-based sparse depth also has a higher density in the
warped areas described in Section III which increases the
ambiguity. Both of these scenarios yield to lower confidence
in the process of depth completion although [6], [9] predict
high confidence for them. Using their approach increasing
the confidence threshold to remove more than 20% of the
predicted dense depth, increases the RMSE error since we
end up with far away points.
Aleatoric uncertainty described in [20] have not been used
for depth completion prior to our work. We modified our
loss function to predict the dense depth and the Aleatoric
uncertainty. Following our ”error prediction” unit structure,
the first stream will predict the dense depth (mean) and the
second stream predicts the uncertainty (noise/variance). The
loss function is defined as below
Loss =
|| y − yˆ ||2
2σ2
+
logσ2
2
(6)
with σ, y, and yˆ denoting the uncertainty, dense depth,
and depth ground truth respectively. Authors in [20] predict
the log of the error, add softplus layer for uncertainty, and
optimize their model for MAE not MSE for stability. Still,
the training process is quite unstable and slow. To get
comparable results with our method, we had to tweak our
network architecture (since it did not converge well using
our foreground/background approach) and continue training
the model 5 times more than our approach. We think this is
because network needs to find a way to tune two predictions
of logσ and y without any guidance. Our method does not
face this issue because of the guided training and completely
separate objective functions for the predicted depth and error-
map. In brief, our approach is different from [20] in following
aspects:
1) Authors in [20] propose a loss function which forces
the uncertainty and depth to have a same type. As an
example in NYU Depth dataset we learned the depth
(a) RGBimage (b)
Depth
ground-truth (c)
Predicted
depth (d)
Error-map
ground-truth (e)
Predicted
error-map (f)
After removing
high errors
Fig. 6: Error-map prediction for monocular depth estimation on NYU Depth dataset. (a) RGB image (b) Depth ground
truth, (c) predicted depth-map, (d) error-map ground truth (absolute depth prediction error), (e) predicted error-map and (f)
predicted semi-dense depth-map after removing points with predicted high error. Images colorization is based on each image
relative pixel values.
using inverse depth values and at the same time learned
the error-map using original depth values. It is not
possible to have the same approach using [20]’s loss
function. We further discuss this in the next Section.
2) Authors in [20] predict the uncertainty by probabilistic
interpretation of deep networks. We directly estimate
the error by learning the error signal.
3) Our predicted error has a valid contextual meaning
which is the estimate error in that specific pixel. Authors
in [20] predict the uncertainty not the error-map.
4) Authors in [20] propose a loss function which need
both logarithm and division of the predicted outputs
which makes the training unstable, slow and hard to
converge.
The ablation study with respect to RMSE of the predicted
depth is presented in Table II. Figure 5(c) shows an example
of the predicted confidence, uncertainty and error-map using
Nconv, [20]’s Aleatoric uncertainty and our proposed method.
Figure 5(b) shows the comparison between the described
methods regarding the root mean squared error as a function
of keep ratio percentage. Our results based on Aleatoric un-
certainty and our proposed error-map significantly outperform
Nconv. As described in Section IV, error of depth completion
methods on Kitti has a very high variance although Equation
6 ignores points with high errors by decreasing their training
weight and focuses on points that it can predict accurately.
Therefore, using [20]’s Aleatoric uncertainty we are not able
to get a comparable accuracy regarding the RMSE and MAE
with our approach without removing any points, although
results get slightly better than our method as we decrease the
keep ratio percentage less than 95%. This is because of the
fact that predicted depth values using Aleatoric uncertainty
are biased toward the points with lower error.
B. Monocular Depth Estimation on NYU Depth dataset
In order to demonstrate the ability of the proposed method
to be extended on other regression tasks we did further
experiments on monocular depth estimation on NYU Depth
dataset. We followed the method proposed by [25] and
added our error prediction unit to their algorithm without
any further tuning of the algorithm. Authors in [25] train
their convolutional neural network by adding 3 different
TABLE III: Comparison with other methods based on
predicted error-map on NYU depth Eigen [21] split test
set. Using our method users can choose their expected error
threshold which yields to significantly lower prediction error.
Methods KeepRatio (%) δ1 ↑ δ2 ↑ δ3 ↑ rel ↓ rms ↓ log10 ↓
Other
methods
Eigen et al. [21] 100.00 0.769 0.950 0.988 0.158 0.641 -
Laina et al. [22] 100.00 0.811 0.953 0.988 0.127 0.573 0.055
MS-CRF [23] 100.00 0.811 0.954 0.987 0.121 0.586 0.052
Hao et al. [24] 100.00 0.841 0.966 0.991 0.127 0.555 0.053
Alhashim et al. [25]
(Github model) 100.00 0.847 0.973 0.994 0.127 0.548 0.053
Fu et al. [26] 100.00 0.828 0.965 0.992 0.115 0.509 0.051
Alhashim
et al. [25]
+
Our
Error Unit
threshold T: none 100.00 0.843 0.971 0.993 0.129 0.549 0.053
threshold T: 350mm 98.44 0.847 0.973 0.994 0.126 0.516 0.053
threshold T: 300mm 97.53 0.849 0.974 0.994 0.126 0.504 0.053
threshold T: 250mm 96.05 0.852 0.975 0.995 0.125 0.489 0.053
threshold T: 200mm 93.52 0.856 0.976 0.995 0.123 0.468 0.052
threshold T: 100mm 76.37 0.871 0.9817 0.997 0.116 0.365 0.049
threshold T: 70mm 59.39 0.874 0.984 0.998 0.114 0.319 0.048
losses: MAE for inverse depth values, gradient loss of the
depth image and Structural Similarity SSIM loss [27]. They
have used hand engineered weights for each of the losses.
We simply replaces the hand engineered weights with our
normalization technique (ratio loss) described in section III
and added our error-map loss to their algorithm. We also
tried to add Aleatoric uncertainty to their algorithm but since
they optimize for inverse depth we only can estimate the
inverse depth’s uncertainty which will not represent the true
uncertainty of the trained model (since it will be lower for
far away points). The results are represented in Figure 6.
The comparison with other state-of-the-art approaches in
Monocular Depth Estimation are represented in Table III.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduce a new method to train a deep
convolutional network to simultaneously predict depth and
error-map with no degradation regarding the depth prediction,
in a multi-tasking manner. Using the proposed method we
investigate the process of generating dense point-cloud using
the sparse point-cloud of LiDAR sensors. Our method is
straightforward to implement and outperforms the available
methods for depth uncertainty and confidence.
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APPENDIX
A. Our VLP-32C Data
We also used our VLP-32C lidar data to reconstruct the
3D view. The spare 3D point-cloud is projected onto 5 virtual
cameras. Since we trained our network using Kitti each
camera will have 80◦ filed of view (FOV) looking around
the vehicle to cover 360◦ of FOV. We pass five 2D sparse
depth images through our CNN to get the dense depth images
and their corresponding error-map. Hence the error of depth
completion increases by moving from 64 to 32 beams of
LiDAR, filtering the predicted depth based on the predicted
error-map is essential. In the last step, we project the 2D
images back to the 3D view. The result is shown in Figure 7.
(a) Depth completion appliedonly on front view (b)
Error threshold
585 (c)
Error threshold
390
Fig. 7: Our approach applied to VLP-32C. First image: Depth completion only applied on front view (Error threshold:
585mm). Second image: 360 depth completion (Error threshold: 585mm). Third image: 360 depth completion (Error threshold:
390mm).
B. Complementary Results
(a) Raw LiDARKitti (b)
Ground truth
Kitti (c)
Prediction without
removing errors (d)
After removing
predicted high errors
Fig. 8: Comparison between 3D point-clouds colored with RGB values.(a) Raw LiDAR point-cloud, (b) Kitti ground-truth,
(c) Predicted dense point-cloud, (d) Predicted point-cloud after removing points with predicted high errors.
(a) RGBimage (b)
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Fig. 9: Error-map prediction for monocular depth estimation on NYU Depth dataset. (a) RGB image (b) Depth ground
truth, (c) predicted depth-map, (d) error-map ground truth (absolute depth prediction error), (e) predicted error-map and (f)
predicted semi-dense depth-map after removing points with predicted high error. Images colorization is based on each image
relative pixel values.
